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Despite the long-standing interest of biologists in patterns of correlation and
phenotypic integration, little attention has been paid to patterns of correlation
across a broad phylogenetic spectrum. We report analyses of mean phenotypic
correlations among a variety of linear measurements from a wide diversity
of plants and animals, addressing questions about function, development,
integration and modularity. These analyses suggest that vertebrates, hemimetabolous insects and vegetative traits in plants have similar mean correlations,
around 0.5. Traits of holometabolous insects are much more highly correlated,
with a mean correlation of 0.84; this may be due to developmental homeostasis
caused by lower spatial and temporal environmental variance during complete
metamorphosis. The lowest mean correlations were those between floral and
vegetative traits, consistent with Berg’s ideas about functional independence
between these modules. Within trait groups, the lowest mean correlations
were among vertebrate head traits and floral traits (0.38–0.39). The former
may be due to independence between skull modules. While there is little evidence for floral integration overall, certain sets of functionally related floral
traits are highly integrated. A case study of the latter is described from wild
radish flowers.

1. Introduction
Interest in patterns of correlation among traits dates back at least to Darwin, who
said in On the origin of species [1, p. 143] that correlations are ‘a very important subject, most imperfectly understood’. Olsen & Miller [2] used correlation coefficients
to define groups of functionally and developmentally related traits (what were
later termed modules) in fossil and extant animals. Berg [3] also focused on adaptive patterns of correlations, but she focused on selection by pollinators for
functional independence between floral and vegetative traits, resulting in lower
correlations between these two trait groups [4]. Wagner & Altenberg [5] elaborated on the concepts of both functional integration and independence; in
agreement with Berg, they concluded that functional independence was more
important in the evolution of modularity through a process they termed parcellation. The history and major questions in the field of phenotypic integration have
been well reviewed [6–8].
The study of integration and correlation has proceeded on fairly separate taxonomic tracks, with most work on plants and vertebrates [8]. As so often is the case
in biology, there has been little comparative work that cuts across these major taxonomic boundaries. This is likely because researchers tend to focus on one set of
organisms, but also because it can be methodologically and conceptually difficult
to cross broad taxonomic boundaries. Our goal here is to help fill this gap by
making broad-scale comparisons of correlation and thus integration across
plants, vertebrates and invertebrates. We interpret trait pairs or groups that are
more highly correlated than others as more integrated, and groups of traits with
higher correlations within than among groups as modules; thus, our definitions
of integration and modularity are relative, not absolute. We follow Wagner &
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Table 1. Characteristics of the correlation database.

2

no. correlations

no. correlations/species

122

2743

22.5

angiosperms
invertebrates

36
23

975
719

27.1
31.3

21 families
bivalves, beetles, ﬂies and true bugs

vertebrates

63

1049

16.6

birds, ﬁsh, mammals and reptiles

total

2. The database
Searches were conducted in Web of Science, Google Scholar
and ProQuest, using the keywords ‘phenotypic correlation’,
‘animal phenotypic correlation’, plant phenotypic correlation’
and ‘invertebrate phenotypic correlation’. Because most
empirical studies do not focus on correlations and thus do
not include these keywords, these searches were not very
successful, and most correlations in the database were
found by following citations in papers found in these
searches or already known to us. We also emailed authors
of papers that reported taking multiple linear measurements
but did not include correlations to obtain the correlations or
data. All pairwise correlations among linear dimensions
of morphological traits from 39 published studies plus
some unpublished data were included in the database,
regardless of whether they were statistically significant or
not to minimize bias against smaller values.
Consistent with the history of the study of integration
dating back to Olsen & Miller [2], vertebrates are best represented in the database, with 63 species across four classes
(table 1). Next best represented are flowering plants, perhaps
due to the tradition established by Berg [3], with 36 species
from 21 families. There has not been a strong tradition of
the study of integration in invertebrates, and these are the
least well represented in the database, with only four
orders of insects and only one species outside the insects.
Mean correlations were calculated using absolute values
to focus on the magnitude rather than the sign of the correlations. Taking the absolute values made almost no
difference in all but one of the reported means, because the
vast majority of correlations within most groups analysed
were positive. The one exception is noted in Results; most

of the other patterns reported here are even stronger if the
absolute values are not used. Standard errors of the mean
correlations (s.e.m.) were calculated by dividing the standard
deviation of the sample by the square root of the number of
species represented in that mean; we report 95% confidence
intervals (CIs) estimated as two times the s.e.m. Using the
total number of correlations instead of the number of species
would have underestimated the s.e.m. due to the lack of independence within the correlation matrix from each study.
Using the number of species to calculate the s.e.m. is a conservative measure, given that there were 20 times as many
correlations as species in the database (table 1) and the
mean-squared correlation across the entire database was 0.27.
Therefore, almost three-quarters of the trait variances were
independent of each other. Some lack of independence may
result from phylogenetic relatedness of species within
groups, but this is not likely to be very severe for plants and
vertebrates given the large taxonomic diversity of the species
included. One potential lack of independence in the invertebrate data is mentioned in Results. The New World monkey
skull study by Marroig & Cheverud [10] included 39 traits
for 40 species, so this one dataset contained almost 30 000
correlations. To avoid the database being numerically overwhelmed by this one study, we included the 40 species mean
correlations, that is, the average of the 741 pairwise correlations
among the 39 traits for each species. For all other studies, all
correlations among linear morphological traits were included.

3. Results
The simplest comparison is between the three major taxonomic
groups represented, that is, flowering plants, vertebrates and
invertebrates (figure 1). Plants have the lowest overall level of
correlation among traits, invertebrates have the highest mean
correlation and vertebrates are intermediate. Note that none
of the potentially overestimated 95% CIs overlaps among
these groups.
To see whether the parcellation of plants into separate
floral and vegetative modules described by Berg [3] contributes to the low level of correlation in plants, we next
calculated the mean correlations within each of these two
modules plus the cross-module mean correlation (figure 2).
The pattern shown by Berg is clear across this much larger
and broader dataset (which includes her data), with the
cross-module (floral –vegetative) correlations clearly lower
than the vegetative correlations, and lower than the floral correlations but with overlapping 95% CIs. The inter-module
correlations are the only group in the entire database with
substantial numbers of negative values, so that if the raw
values are used, the average inter-module correlation is
even lower (0.14).
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Altenberg [5] in defining parcellation as the evolutionary
reduction of among-group correlations to create modules.
We focus on morphological integration and modularity
by considering only linear dimensions of traits, not masses,
meristic traits or phenology. We also consider only raw,
uncorrected phenotypic correlations among traits, as these
represent the actual relationships among traits in the organisms making up a population; thus, they are very relevant
for asking questions about integration, modularity, development and function. Crucially, raw phenotypic correlations
among morphological traits are also comparable across disparate studies and organisms and are widely available or
easily calculated. There are many other more sophisticated
methods for assessing integration [9], and these would be
interesting to apply to a broad and deep taxonomic sampling,
but it would be difficult to assemble all the raw data that
would be necessary to apply these methods.

representation
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Figure 1. Mean phenotypic correlations (+95% CI) for plants, vertebrates
and invertebrates. Number of species and total number of correlations are
shown.
If vertebrates are highly modular then this could explain
why vertebrates have lower mean correlation than invertebrates, similar to the lower floral –vegetative correlations in
plants. To compare across the diverse vertebrate taxa represented in the database, we divided the traits into head,
body and limb (the last does not apply to fishes and
snakes). These very broad trait groups do not show evidence
of modularity as we defined it in the Introduction, because
the within-group correlations are not on average greater
than the among-group correlations (figure 3). However, modularity of mammal skull traits has often been discussed
[10,11], so the within-head correlations could be lowest
because they include lower inter-module correlations. Therefore, despite the lack of modularity in the broad categories
used in figure 3, part of the reason that vertebrates have
lower correlations than invertebrates could be modularity
within the head.
Another hypothesis is that complete metamorphosis could
lead to higher correlations and integration within the holometabolous insects. To test this, we calculated means separately
for the hemi- and holometabolous insects (figure 4). The
hypothesis is supported, as holometabolous insects have
much higher correlations than hemimetabolous, and the 95%
CIs do not overlap. Note that the hemimetabolous mean is
based on only three species, explaining the large CI, so this conclusion is preliminary. Also, the most serious case of lack of
phylogenetic independence in the database occurs in the holometabolous insect group, as 504 of the 599 (84%) correlations
and 13 of the 19 species (68%) of holometabolous insects
come from one study of stalk-eyed flies [12]. However, removing the stalk-eyed flies reduces the mean holometabolous
correlation by less than 0.01, so the pattern remains the same.
Still, the 95% CI for holometabolous insects may be underestimated and is another reason that the conclusion of a difference
between the two insect groups is preliminary. Clearly, more
data on both hemi- and holometabolous species across
more insect orders are needed.

4. Discussion
The overall pattern shows that vertebrates, hemimetabolous
insects and vegetative traits in plants all have a similar
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0

mean level of correlation, around 0.5; this value may thus
represent a broad null expectation for correlations in multicellular organisms. Perhaps lower levels of integration than this
generally reduce organismal function, and higher integration
increases fitness only for specific trait groups (see below).
Within-floral correlations and especially correlations between
floral and vegetative traits in plants are lower than 0.5, and
holometabolous insects are much more highly integrated,
with an average correlation of 0.84. Note that this higher correlation in holometabolous insects does not necessarily
conflict with the results of Wagner [13], who showed lower
integration in insects compared with mammals, as Wagner’s
comparison was made after removing the effects of overall
size. It might be interesting to compare the patterns of integration after removing the effects of size in a large sample
of plants and animals.
One hypothesis for the higher correlations in holometabolous insects is that the adult phenotype is almost completely
determined during a short time interval when the individual
is immobile ( pupation). Therefore, there is less temporal and
spatial variation in the environment during the development
of the adult form in holometabolous insects compared with
other taxa, which should reduce random phenotypic
variation induced by environmental variation during development. Experimentally increased environmental variation
during pupation, or manipulation of the pupa itself [14],
might shed light on this hypothesis. This hypothesis also predicts that larval traits in holometabolous insects have lower
levels of correlation than do adults; because larval dimensions are rarely measured in holometabolous insects, much
more data are needed. It is possible that this high integration
is a contributing factor to the success of the holometabolous
insects, but this could be a difficult hypothesis to test.
Another possibility is that indeterminate growth could
increase average correlations by increasing the size variance
among adults in a population. While we have not determined
which specific species exhibit indeterminate growth in the
database, indeterminate growth is common in fishes and
reptiles and uncommon in birds and mammals, and average
correlation is higher in the former group than in the latter
(0.63 versus 0.41, respectively). However, there is only one
species of fish and four reptiles in the database, and
three of the latter are in the genus Anolis, so this pattern
is preliminary.
Our results showing that flowers are not highly integrated
organs is consistent with some other studies [3,15–17] (but see
[18]). Indeed, mean within-flower correlation was lower than
the mean within-vegetative trait correlation (0.39 versus 0.53,
respectively) although the 95% CIs overlapped. Floral correlations lower than vegetative correlation could be caused by
modularity within the flower, as there may be within the
vertebrate head, but few studies to date have addressed
within-flower modularity. The study of Bissell & Diggle [19]
is a notable exception; their study included an unusually
large number of floral traits (17), and this level of trait sampling
is likely necessary to uncover within-flower modularity.
It is also possible that the lower floral correlations are due to
lower correlations in radially symmetrical flowers. Ashman &
Majetic [15] reported that mean genetic correlations among
floral traits were significantly higher in bilaterally symmetrical
flowers compared with radially symmetric (0.51 versus 0.23,
respectively); the mean bilaterally symmetrical correlation
is very similar to our mean within-vegetative correlation.
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Figure 2. Mean phenotypic correlations as in figure 1, but with plant correlations split into within-module (floral– floral and vegetative– vegetative) and
across-module correlations.
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Figure 3. Mean phenotypic correlations (+95% CI) for vertebrates only, split into within and among three modules: head, body and limb.
However, Armbruster et al. [20] found no difference in mean
floral phenotypic correlation between species with specialized
and unspecialized pollination, similar to Berg’s findings [4].
Because bilaterally symmetrical flowers tend to have more
specialized pollination [21], the findings are somewhat contradictory with those of Ashman & Majetic [15]. Future work

could separate species with radially and bilaterally symmetrical
flowers in our database to further explore this relationship.
Despite the lower overall level of correlation in floral
traits, there is good evidence that higher levels of floral correlation and integration can occur between specific pairs or
groups of traits within the flower, when these trait subsets
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Figure 4. Mean phenotypic correlations as in figure 2, but with invertebrates split into hemi- and holometabolous insects only.
Table 2. Phenotypic correlations among wild radish (Raphanus raphanistrum) ﬂoral traits; all are lengths except petal width. All correlations are signiﬁcant at
p , 0.0001; N ¼ 340. Modiﬁed from Conner & Via [22].
petal length

petal width

petal width
corolla tube

0.59
0.38

0.32

short ﬁlament
long ﬁlament

0.45
0.46

0.37
0.35

0.76
0.84

0.89

pistil

0.42

0.28

0.41

0.42

have specific functional relationships [16,22]. To make a
strong case for functional integration in any set of traits,
three lines of evidence are needed: (i) correlations among
the traits are greater than the size-related background level
of correlation (cf. [13]); (ii) there is correlational selection on
the traits; and (iii) functional studies show how the traits
work together in an integrated unit. For example, our work
on wild radish flowers has provided these three lines of evidence for anther exsertion and the difference in lengths of the
short and long stamens (see also [23]).
Most wild radish floral correlations are low to moderate
(0.28 –0.59), with the exception of the three correlations
among the short and long filaments (the filaments mainly
determine the length of the stamens) and the corolla tube
([22]; table 2). We have evidence for stabilizing selection
through lifetime male seed siring success on the difference
in lengths between the long filament and corolla tube
(anther exsertion; [24]) and on the difference in lengths
between the two filaments [25]. Stabilizing selection on the
difference between two traits is evidence for correlational
selection to increase the correlation between the two traits
[26,27]. The stabilizing selection on anther exsertion is
caused by a subset of the many effective pollinators of wild
radish, halictid bees [28], which are the most important
pollinators [29]. Functional studies of pollen removal in
single visits match these selection results, as maximum

corolla tube

short ﬁlament

long ﬁlament

0.44

removal occurs with intermediate anther exsertion in visits
by halictids but not other pollinators [30]. Pollen removal
observations and experiments suggest that the short stamens
may function to reduce the rate of pollen removal by pollinators, which may increase male fitness under high pollinator
visitation ([25,31]; AM Royer and JK Conner 2012, unpublished data). Therefore, specific pairs of traits within flowers
can become more highly correlated through selection for
functional integration, despite the fact that floral traits are
not highly correlated in general.

5. Conclusion
There seems to be a general ‘background’ level of correlation of
0.5 among linear measurements, because vertebrates, hemimetabolous insects and vegetative traits in plants all exhibit this
intermediate level of correlation on average. However, linear
traits in holometabolous insects are much more highly correlated, 0.84 on average, perhaps due to reduced spatial and
temporal variation in the environment during adult development in the pupal stage. Overall average correlations in
plants are less than the 0.5 background level due to floral–
vegetative decoupling and lower floral correlations. While
flowers are not highly integrated overall, there is evidence in
some species for subsets of more highly correlated traits
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caused by correlational selection for functional integration.
More correlation data are needed, particularly from hemimetabolous insects, larval traits in holometabolous insects and
animals with indeterminate growth. Also needed are comparisons of mean phenotypic correlation between radially
symmetric and bilaterally symmetric flowers.

